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ABSTRACT

An electronic ticket eXchange System enables venue owners
to Sell tickets to patrons at a fair market value for each event,
and patrons to more easily trade and transfer the tickets
among one another after they have been purchased from the
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venue owner. Tickets for an event are initially offered to the
public by the venue owner, using a market-making System.
Patrons submit bids over a limited time period, for seats of
different quality, and an initial price is established for each
quality of Seat. A trading System provides for a Secondary
market in which patrons who have purchased tickets for an
event can readily transfer them to other patrons, without
requiring the Services of a broker or the like. In this System,
physical tickets are not required. Rather, all of the rights
asSociated with a ticket, Such as entry into the venue, parking
privileges, designated Seating, etc., are Stored in a electronic
form. An electronic venue entry control System Verifies that
a perSon owns an electronic ticket property right, and
authorizes the privileges associated with the ticket, Such as
access to parking facilities, entry to the venue, purchase of
concessions and/or merchandise, and the like. A Seating
System is employed to determine an optimal Seating con
figuration based upon patron-specific preferences, after the
initial Sale of tickets and prior to entry into the venue. The
Specific assigned Seats are indicated to the ticket holder at
the time of entry. Patrons who regularly purchase tickets can
join an organization associated with the ticket eXchange
System. All transactions carried out within the System can
then be easily accomplished through a single membership
number, which is permanent and unique to the member.
Each such member can be provided with a suitable device
which interfaces with the entry System to provide access to
the venue, and parking if appropriate.
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ENTERTAINMENT EVENT TICKET PURCHASE
AND EXCHANGE SYSTEM
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0001. The present invention is generally directed to the
Sale and use of tickets for entertainment events that have

restricted admission, Such as Sporting events, theatrical
performances, concerts, movies, amusement parks, and the
like, and more particularly to an electronic ticket eXchange
System which maximizes the revenue that artists, promoters
and/or entertainment venue owners can receive from events,

while at the same time facilitating the ability of patrons to
obtain and trade electronic tickets as desired, as well as to

gain entry to entertainment events.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 Most entertainment events require patrons to pur
chase a ticket in order to gain entry into the venue at which
the event is being presented. Conventionally, there are
various avenues by which patrons can obtain tickets. One
Such avenue is to purchase them directly at the site of the
venue itself, for example immediately prior to the event, at
a pre-established face value. For popular events, it is desir
able to purchase the tickets ahead of time, particularly if the
event is likely to be Sold out or preferential Seating is
desired. In Such a situation, it may be inconvenient to travel
to the venue at Such an earlier time. In many cases, therefore,
it is possible to obtain tickets through a ticket agent. Typi
cally, Such purchases can be made telephonically, via the
Internet, or at distributed ticket sales locations that are more
convenient to the potential attendees. Generally, the ticket
agent has an ongoing relationship with the event venue, by
which the venue owner authorizes the ticket agent to Sell and
distribute paper tickets for the individual events to be held
at the venue. In Some cases the ticket agents handle all of the
tickets for an event, whereas in other cases they may only
Sell exceSS tickets that the venue owner is not able to directly
Sell. In these arrangements, the ticket agent may charge the
patron a handling and/or distribution fee.
0003. The third avenue for the patron is to obtain tickets
through a third-party broker who purchases a number of
tickets, usually for popular events, and resells them to the
patrons. Quite often, the tickets are resold at a price which
is Significantly above the face value of the tickets. Typically,
a broker may bundle the ticket with travel arrangements,
memorabilia, etc., to justify the increased price of the total
package provided to the buyer. All of the profit that results
from Selling the tickets at a higher value remains with the
broker; none of it flows back to the venue owner.

0004. As a fourth mechanism, individuals may buy tick
ets from the original purchasers, and resell them to others at
a significantly higher price. These individuals are Sometimes
known as “Scalpers’. Again, all of the profit from the higher
price remains with the Scalper, rather than flowing back to
the venue owner, promoter or artist. These activities are
usually illegal, and can be found almost anywhere.
0005 Currently, prices for event tickets are fixed well
prior to the event. Depending upon the popularity of the
event, the venue may be full to capacity, empty, or partially
filled at the time of the event. For highly popular events in
which the venue is filled to capacity, the venue owner may
not realize the maximum potential revenue for that event,
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because the patrons may have been Willing to pay more, as
evidenced by the existence of brokerS and ScalperS. Con
versely, when the demand for an entertainment product is
much lower, Such as in the case of losing athletic teams, leSS
popular acts, and the like, the tickets may be overpriced,
resulting in lower attendance. By lowering the prices for the
tickets, it is likely that more people will attend the event,
resulting in more Seats being filled. Even though the revenue
per ticket may be lower in Such a case, ancillary benefits
arise from the ability to offer a fair value for lower-demand
entertainment events. For instance, there is likely to be
increased loyalty to the venue owner, or team, Since the
patron only paid the perceived value of the entertainment. In
addition, increased Sales from non-ticket revenue Sources,

Such as parking, concessions, merchandise Sales, and the
like, will likely result from the increased attendance. These
non-ticket Sources of revenue are generally quite profitable,
Since the incremental cost necessary to accommodate
increased attendance is relatively minimal.
0006. In the conventional arrangement, one physical
ticket, e.g., a paper ticket, is generated for each available
Seat at a venue, and each attendee is required to present a
ticket to gain entrance to the venue. This requirement for
physical possession of tickets places a restriction on the
patron's ability to freely exchange tickets, particularly as the
time of the event draws near. Typically, if a purchaser of a
ticket is unable to attend the event, he or she may attempt to
Sell it or give it to an acquaintance, broker or Scalper. In
Some cases, the purchaser may attempt to dispose of the
ticket through an online auction site. However, this proce
dure has time constraints, Since the Seller must be able to

physically deliver the ticket to the purchaser in time for it to
be received prior to the event. Often, the purchaser is left
with the option of simply forfeiting the cost of the ticket, or
reselling it to a broker, usually at a Substantial discount to its
fair market value.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0007. It is an objective of the present invention to provide
a System for the Sale, exchange and use of tickets which
enables a venue owner to maximize the potential revenue
that can be achieved with each event. Furthermore, it is

desirable to provide a System which can forego with the need
for physical bearer-type tickets, and thereby facilitate the
patron's ability to more easily exchange tickets.
0008. In accordance with the present invention, these
objectives are achieved by means of an electronic ticket
eXchange System by which venue owners can Sell tickets to
patrons at a fair market value for each event, and the patrons
can more easily trade and transfer the tickets among one
another after they have been purchased. Tickets for an event
are initially offered to the public, typically by the venue
owner, using a market-making System. In this System,
patrons Submit bids over a limited time period, for Seats of
different quality. Once the limited bidding period expires, an
initial price is established for each quality of Seat, on the
basis of the Submitted bids and an econometric model that
takes into account certain constraints and other factors. The

tickets are then Sold to the public at that price. Thus, the
owner is able to establish a fair-market value for each quality
of Seat at each event, rather than being locked into a pricing
Structure that may not optimize profits for the owner.
0009. Another feature of the invention is a trading system
which provides for a Secondary market in which patrons
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who have purchased tickets for an event can readily Sell
them to other patrons, without requiring the Services of a
broker or the like. The ability to freely exchange tickets is
facilitated by a further feature of the invention which
dispenses with the need for physical tickets. In accordance
with this aspect of the invention, all of the rights associated
with a ticket, Such as entry into the venue, parking privi
leges, designated Seating, can be are Stored in a electronic
form. Hence, all trading can be performed electronically,
using various methods, without the need to exchange any
physical material between the buyer and the Seller.
0.010 When an electronic ticket is employed, another
feature of the invention provides an electronic venue entry
control System. Upon presentation of one of various prede
termined forms of unique identification, the control System
Verifies that a perSon owns an electronic ticket property
right, and then authorizes the privileges associated with the
ticket, Such as access to parking facilities, entry to the venue,
purchase of concessions and/or merchandise, and the like.
AS a further feature, Specific Seats need not be assigned at the
time the tickets are purchased. Rather, a Seating System can
be employed to determine an optimal Seating configuration
based upon patron-specific preferences, for instance after
completion of an initial Sale of tickets. The Specific assigned
seats can then be indicated to the ticket holder at the time of

entry.

0011. In a preferred implementation of the invention,
patrons who regularly purchase tickets become members of
an organization associated with the ticket eXchange System.
All transactions carried out within the System can then be
easily accomplished through a single membership number,
which is permanent and unique to the member. Each Such
member can be provided with a contactleSS card, or Suitable
mechanism which interfaces with the entry System to pro
vide access to the venue, and parking if appropriate.
Examples of such include key fobs, PDAs, cellular tele
phones, and other Such devices which can Store and transmit
the unique member identification. The identification device
can also be used to make purchases of merchandise, con
cessions, parking and the like at the venue. Members can
also be provided with electronic notification of the avail
ability of tickets and current market prices for them.
0012 Among the advantages offered by the invention,
venue owners can obtain a true “market value” for tickets,

rather than be forced to guess at a reasonable face value.
Furthermore, the ability to trade tickets on a Secondary
market results in Selling attendance, rather than Seats, pro
Viding a higher yield of the venue, along with increased
convenience and liquidity for the patrons. The electronic
notification services further enhances the likelihood that
available tickets will be sold. The venue owner is able to

obtain and track information regarding patron bidding, pur
chases and trading. The identification device enables addi
tional information to be obtained that contribute to more

efficient marketing, Sales and inventory management, Such
as concession and merchandise Sales.

0013 These and other features and advantages of the
to the accompanying drawings.

invention are described in detail hereinafter, with reference
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0014 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the relation
ship of parties involved in conventional entertainment
events,

0015 FIG. 2 is a general block diagram of the major
components of an electronic ticket eXchange System in
accordance with the present invention;
0016 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the payment system;
0017 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the entry system; and
0018 FIGS. 5-8 are flowcharts of operations which occur
with the electronic ticket eXchange System.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0019. The present invention comprises an electronic
ticket eXchange System that can be employed in connection
with any type of entertainment event in which proof of
entitlement to entry, Such as a ticket or the like, must be
given to provide a patron with access to the event. To
facilitate an understanding of the principles which underlie
the invention, it will be described hereinafter with occa

Sional reference to its application in the context of particular
examples of entertainment, Such as Sporting events. It will
be appreciated, however, that the practical applications of
the invention are not limited to these Specific examples.
Rather, its general applicability to all types of entertainment
events and venues will be apparent from an understanding of
the following description. For instance, various features of
the invention can be employed in the context of musical
concerts and other live performances, movie theaters,
amusement parks, and other situations in which acceSS is to
be limited to those who have purchased a ticket-or can
otherwise demonstrate entitlement to attend.

0020. A number of different entities may be involved in
entertainment events. These entities, and their conventional

relationship to one another, are depicted in the block dia
gram of FIG.1. Typically, an entertainment event is defined
as a presentation by an artist 1 at a venue 2 at a designated
date and time. Depending upon the nature of the event, the
artist could be an athletic team or individual athletes, a band,

actors and/or actresses, or other types of performers. For
Some venues, the entertainment may not include a perfor
mance by a "live' artist. For instance, it may be presentation
of a movie, participation in an amusement ride, or the like.
The venue could be an athletic Stadium, a hall or concert

center, a golf course, or other Suitable form of property
where access to an event is controlled.

0021 Typically, a promoter 3 creates interest in the
entertainment to entice attendance by Spectators. The pro
moter may be responsible for Scheduling the venue, nego
tiating contracts, and handling the various administrative
tasks associated with the entertainment event. Depending
upon the type of entertainment, the artist, promoter and
venue owner could all be closely related, or could be
independent of one another. In the case of athletic teams, for
example, the venue owner and the promoter may be the
Same entity.
0022. The patrons 4 are those people who purchase
tickets in order to observe, enjoy and participate in the
entertainment being provided. The patrons can be individu
als, corporations, traders and the like. They could also be any
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one or more of the artist, venue owner and promoter
themselves, who may distribute the tickets as gifts or pro
motional offers.

0023 Ticket agents 5 are third parties whom the venue
owners engage to Sell and distribute tickets to entertainment
events, in lieu of, or in addition to, directly Selling the tickets
themselves. BrokerS and ScalperS 6 are third-party traders
who purchase tickets, primarily for popular events, and
resell them to patrons at prices that are typically greater than,
but sometimes less than, the face value of the tickets. The
brokerS can be Small-scale businesses, Such as ticket broker

agencies, or individuals. ScalperS are typically individuals.
The brokerS and ScalperS may obtain the tickets directly
from the venue, or from ticket agents, or from patrons.
0024. In accordance with the present invention, an elec
tronic ticket eXchange System replaces the functions of the
ticket agents 5 and brokers 6, and offers added value to the
venue owner and the patron. The electronic ticket eXchange
System is typically sponsored by the venue owners. The
basic components of the electronic ticket eXchange System
are illustrated in the block diagram of FIG. 2. The electronic
ticket eXchange System includes a patron interface 10 by
which patrons can purchase tickets for desired events, as
well as trade purchased tickets with other patrons. A patron's
access to the System can be obtained by a variety of different
means. For example, the patron can interact with the System
by means of the Internet, using any Suitable form of com
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of the affiliated venues or events can be provided, to permit
the patron to make a Selection. Preferably, the ViewS pre
Sented by the interface are customizable, So that the patron
can view all venues and then Select a Specific event, or view
all events and then Select an appropriate venue. Seating
maps 20 for the affiliated venues are Stored in conjunction
with the database 18. Once the user has selected a particular
venue and event, the appropriate Seating map can be dis
played to permit the patron to assess the relevant informa
tion for various categories of Seating quality, when either the
Internet acceSS or the walk-up kiosks are employed. In the
case of telephone access, the Seating map can be displayed
to the telephone operator.
0026. In a preferred implementation of the invention, the
patrons who access the System are members of an organi
zation affiliated with the system. A profile of information
pertaining to each member is Stored in a database 22. Each
profile might include, for example, a credit card, bank
account, or other Source of funds that are to be used when

tickets are purchased, Seating preferences, group member
ships, and the like. When the patron purchases tickets for a
particular event, information regarding the method of pay
ment is retrieved from the database 22 and forwarded to a

payment System 24. At the same time, information is
recorded which indicates that the user has purchased one or
more tickets for the event. This information could be stored

in the patron profile database 22, or the venue/event database

munication for connection to the Internet, Such as a Standard

18, or both.

web browser, PDA, Internet appliance, etc. For this purpose,
the interface is supported by web servers 12 for transmitting
the appropriate HTML pages, or the like, to permit the
patron to View information regarding available events and
enter requests for tickets. To accommodate patrons who
access the internet via cellular phones or other wireleSS

0027. The payment system 24 processes all of the mon
etary transactions which occur within the ticket eXchange
System. When a need to confirm a request to purchase tickets
occurs, the price of the tickets is forwarded to the payment
System 24, where it is debited against the form of payment
which has been established by the patron, e.g. credit card,
debit card, cash balance on deposit, designated checking
account, etc. If desirable, the payment System can ensure
that the proper funds are available and confirm that fact to
a central Server 26 before the transaction is completed.
0028. The payment system 24 can also be used to facili
tate other types of purchases by the patron. AS described
previously, the patrons who access the ticket eXchange
System can be members of an organization. Their member
ship can be indicated by means of a membership card or a

devices, the Web Servers can include one or more Servers 13

which Support wireleSS communication technologies, Such

as the wireless access protocol (WAP), Bluetooth, IEEE
802.11B, iMode, HiperLAN (European) RF, etc. Alterna

tively, the patron can perform these operations by means of
a telephone system 14 or an interactive television system 15
which also forms part of the patron interface 10. In a
telephone System access, the patron might Speak to a live
operator, or use an automated menu System to obtain infor
mation and enter requests. As a further component, the
patron interface might include Several walk-up kiosks 16 at
distributed locations, for example in Shopping malls, retail
outlets, convenience Stores, and the like. Such kiosks can
also be located at the Site of the venue itself, for direct acceSS

by the patrons or operation by ticket Sales perSonnel at the
venue's box office. Alternatively, the venue box office can

sell and trade tickets via a web browser or similar Such
interface.

0.025 The patron interface 10 enables the patron to
perform a number of fundamental types of operations, Such

as (1) to obtain information about events at one or more
venues affiliated with the system, (2) bid upon and/or
purchase tickets to desired events, (3) exchange tickets
among multiple patrons, and (4) Schedule notification alerts.
In addition, the patrons may be able to order merchandise
and other goods, link to related Sites, etc. Information
regarding the events that are Scheduled for the affiliated
venues is stored in a venue/event database 18. When a patron
first accesses the System via the interface 10, a list or menu

token which Serves as an identification device. The mem

bership identification device can take any of a variety of
forms, and preferably is one which is capable of electroni
cally, optically or magnetically Storing a membership iden
tifier, e.g. a number, alphanumeric String, or code, and
transferring that identifier to a transaction device, through
either physical contact or in a contactleSS manner. Examples
of Suitable identification devices include Smart cards, mag
netic Stripe memory cards, RFID devices Such as key fobs,
tags, watches, etc., barcoded tags and the like, personal

digital assistants (PDAS), wireless telephones, and biometric
features. Whenever the member makes a purchase at the
venue, the identification device can be used to debit the

member's account via the payment System, in lieu of cash.
Thus, the identification device can be used to pay for parking
at the venue, as well as purchase concessions, Services and
merchandise while attending an event.
0029. A more detailed illustration of the implementation
of the payment System is illustrated in the block diagram of
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FIG. 3. A core payment server 28 communicates with the
central Server 26 and receives information regarding ticket
purchases by patrons. The amounts of purchases are for
warded to a bank card processing agency 30, which verifies
the patron's credit or debit card and provides an authoriza
tion code for the transaction. In the case of a cash balance

on deposit, or pre-approved credit limits, the Verification can
be performed internally within the server 28.
0030 Local payment servers 32 can be located at each of
the individual venues. The local servers communicate with
identification device readers 34 at the concession Stands and

other points of Sale. In the case of parking payments, the
parking facilities can be equipped with portable readers 36
which communicate with the local Servers via radio wave
communication. The local Servers 32 receive information as

purchases are made, and forward this information to the core
payment server 28. The communication of this data to the
primary Server can occur in real time, or in a batch mode on
a regular basis. In the case of real-time mode operation, it
may be preferable for the local Servers to communicate
directly with the credit card agency 30, to authorize trans
actions as they are being made. The core payment Server 28
consolidates all of the transaction information to provide
reports to the patrons regarding the activity on their
accounts. Preferably, the patrons can access these reports via
the web access server 12.

0.031) An associated advantage that arises from the use of
the membership identification devices to make purchases is
the fact that it permits the detailed item transaction data to
be collected for later mining and analysis. For instance, the
venue owners can determine the types of merchandise, food
and drinks that are the most popular at different types of
events. This data can even be categorized according to
quality of Seating Section, So that the various concession
Stands are Stocked appropriately. It also facilitates the ability
to target various groups of patrons, and direct actionable
marketing to them on a real-time basis.
0032. In addition to purchasing behavior, other informa
tion can be collected and analyzed to improve the Services
offered through the ticket eXchange System. Examples of
Such information include bids for initial purchase of tickets,
bids for Subsequent trades involving tickets, utilization of
parking facilities, etc. Similarly, the patrons may use their
membership identification to effect purchases away from the
Site of the venue itself, Such as buying team apparel from a
team-sponsored Internet Site. In essence, any transaction that
takes place in connection with the membership number via
any medium can be collected and tracked for Subsequent
data mining.
0033) One of the principle advantages of the electronic
ticket eXchange System of the present invention is the fact
that physical tickets are not required to gain entry into the
entertainment venue. Rather, the patron's purchase of a
ticket is electronically Stored in the System, e.g. in the
databases 18 and/or 22, and identifies the patron's right to
enter the venue for a specific event. To this end, another
component of the ticket eXchange System is an entry System
38 located at each affiliated venue. Upon arrival at the venue,
the patrons need only present Suitable forms of identification
which confirm that they are the perSons having electronic
tickets registered in the System. In the preferred implemen
tation of the invention in which the patrons possess mem
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bership identification devices, those devices can be used to
gain entry to the venue, as well as make purchases as
described previously. Hence, a Single membership identifi
cation device can be reused at all of the venues which are

affiliated with the electronic ticket eXchange System.
0034. A more detailed illustration of the entry system is
illustrated in FIG. 4. Each venue has one or more entry
servers 40 affiliated with it. Preferably, the entry server is
located at or very near the Site of the venue, and commu
nicates with the central Server 26 to receive data regarding
those patrons whose records indicate that they possess an
electronic ticket for admission to a given event at that venue,
as well as guaranteed parking and other rights associated
with an electronic ticket.

0035 An access-control device 42 is connected to the
Server 40 to provide admission to the venue upon presen
tation of the proper identification. Depending upon the
number of entry locations at the venue, a multiplicity of Such
entry devices may be employed. Each device is equipped
with a reader 44 to receive the appropriate information from
the attendee's identification device, and provide the patron's
identity to the server 40 to confirm ownership of the proper
electronic ticket for the event. Upon receipt of confirmation
from the Server, approval is given to permit entry. Depend
ing upon the nature of the access-control device, the
approval can take different forms. For example, in one
implementation the access-control device can be turnstile or
other mechanically-controlled gate. In this case, the
approval can be release of the gate to permit one person to
pass. In another instance, the acceSS control might be
manually enforced, Such as a rope that is controlled by a
Security perSon. In this case, the approval could simply be a
message on a Screen, or a colored light to indicate whether
a person should be permitted to pass, or Stopped.
0036) The recognition of a patron's right to gain access to
an event can take different forms. In one embodiment of the

invention, a token which indicates the right to a particular
Seat, or type of Seat, can be Stored in a database 18 or 22 at
a remote Server 26, in association with the patron's mem
bership identifier. The token and associated membership
identifier can be downloaded to the event server 40 prior to
the event. In this case, when the patron presents his or her
identification device, the acceSS-control device 42 checks

the identifier against the database, to determine whether the
token is present. If So, access is granted. For Some types of
identification devices, it may also be feasible to Store the
token directly in the device. More particularly, if the device
has a writeable memory, Such as a Smart card, PDA, cell
phone, etc., the token can be directly loaded into the device
at the time the patron purchases a ticket, or Some time
thereafter. In this case, when the identification device is

presented at the acceSS-control device 42, the token is
directly read and access is granted, without the need to
communicate with a database on a remote Server. If desired,

the access-control device can Send a signal to the commu
nication device to delete the token once access has been

granted, to prevent its reuse by another.
0037 Alternative forms of identification might be
employed for attendees who do not possess membership
identification devices. For example, a barcoded paper or
card might be issued when the ticket is purchased, or the
attendee might provide a driver's license number or Social
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Security number. A Suitable barcode reader and/or keypad
can be included with the access-control device for each of

the possible types of input.
0.038 Since the admission to the venue does not require
possession of a physical ticket, if open Seating is not to be
employed it may be desirable to provide each patron with an
identification of the particular Seat that has been assigned to
that perSon. For this purpose, a printer 46 can be located in
the device to print a simple paper ticket which indicates the
date, Seat number, event name, and the like, for use by the
patron to present to an usher and/or locate the Seat.
0.039 For most venues, such as athletic stadiums, concert
halls, and the like, the entry System is likely to be perma
nently installed at the venue. Certain types of events, how
ever, take place at different locations where it may not be
practical to install Such a System on a permanent basis.
Examples of Such include golf tournaments, automobile
races, wrestling events, tennis matches, outdoor concerts,
and the like. To facilitate the use of the electronic ticket

System for these types of events, a portable entry System can
be employed, to be set up at the venue for the duration of the
event, and then removed thereafter.

0040. One of the limitations associated with conventional
ticketing Systems is the fact that Seats are usually assigned
at the time the tickets are purchased. This approach can
result in leSS than optimal Seating configurations, particu
larly for popular events. For example, a large group of
people may not be able to purchase contiguous Seats due to
previous assignments of Seats which are dispersed through
out a desired Seating area. However, in the System of the
present invention, it is not necessary to assign specific Seats
at the time the tickets are purchased. Rather, it is only
necessary to record the fact that each of the patrons has
purchased a particular level or quality of Seating at the time
of the purchase. The level or quality of Seat can be based
upon a number of factors, Such as price and location. When
a ticket is purchased, the patron can be informed of the gate
or portal to be used when entering the venue, without
reference to a particular seat.
0041 At a suitable time thereafter, a seating system 48
determines an optimal Seating configuration for all of the
tickets which have been purchased up to that point. This
determination takes place on a continual basis, and is
updated to reflect the trading of tickets and new patron
preferences. The Seating System can have the capability to
optimize and assign Seating for all types of tickets, including
Season tickets, luxury boxes, permanent Seat licenses, Sub
Scription tickets and general admission tickets. For general
admission types of Seating, the Specific Seat assignments
might not be determined until just before the doors or gates
are opened for admission, to provide the greatest optimiza
tion. However, for other, more specialized types of Seating,
Such as Season tickets, luxury boxes, permanent Seat
licenses, Subscription tickets, etc., it may be preferable to
assign the Seats at an earlier time in the process, e.g., when
a bid is accepted and confirmed for the initial purchase of
tickets.

0042. The optimal configuration is based upon a set of
parameters which are entered by the patron, Such as quality
of Seats, number of contiguous Seats, and preferences Such
as adjacent an aisle, close to an exit, etc. These parameters
can be entered at the time the tickets are purchased, or Some
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of them can be previously recorded as part of the patron's
profile in the database 22. For each different quality of Seats,
the Seating System assigns individual Seats to the purchased
electronic tickets. These Seating assignments are Sent to the
entry system server 40 for the venue, preferably just prior to
the time that the event is opened for admission. However,
the Seating System can continue to optimize Seating arrange
ments after admission has commenced, and even after the

event has started, to accommodate late ticket purchases and
transferS.

0043. When the patron enters the venue, the seating
assignments are queried and printed, or otherwise provided
to the patron. The dynamic assignment of Seats in this
manner provides greater flexibility, resulting in greater con
Venience to the patrons. For instance, even if a number of
patrons purchase their tickets at Separate times, they will Still
have the opportunity to all sit together if they have indicated
that as a preference. This greater flexibility is likely to result
in increased ticket Sales.

0044) In the embodiments of the invention where a ticket
is held in the System in electronic form, rather than requiring
physical possession of tickets, the ability to more freely
eXchange tickets among patrons is enhanced. More gener
ally, the System of the present invention facilitates the
establishment of an open market for tickets, which enables
their prices to be matched to the intrinsic value of the
underlying event, in addition to fostering their transferabil
ity. In essence, the tickets can be bought and Sold in a
manner Similar to the initial Sale and Subsequent trading of
Securities. The initial sale of the tickets, or initial offering, is
conducted by the venue owner. Subsequent trading of the
tickets takes place among the patrons, in a Secondary market
that is endorsed by the venue owners.

0045. A hybrid of a Dutch auction approach (the lowest
bid that still qualifies) and a regular auction approach can be
used to set the initial price of tickets. Such a hybrid bidding
approach is likely to result in optimal revenue generation for
the venue owner, and be more akin to initial and direct

public offerings that occur in Stock markets, for each quality
of Seat Section. For all types of tickets, including general
admission, Season tickets, luxury boxes, permanent Seat
licenses, and the like, the patrons can Submit bids for the
ticket related to that event, prior to the events occurrence.
This increased access to tickets is likely to result in addi
tional demand and an increased market for tickets and to

translate into higher market values for the tickets. A pricing
window can be established for patrons to submit their bids.
For example, the pricing window can be two weeks in
length, but can vary anywhere from one day to a month or
more, in dependence upon factorS Such as the type of event,
venue owner preferences, and patron demand. This pricing
window should preferably be coordinated with the venue
owner's own advertising and promotional efforts for the
event. By having a pricing window for bid Submissions,
patron inconveniences Such as long lines, difficulty in
accessing websites, and busy telephone numbers can be
eliminated. The lead time and length of the window for
Submitting these bids can be co-determined by the ticket
eXchange System and the particular venue owner. Establish
ing a Standard lead time for bid Submissions is likely to
provide behavioral benefits for the patrons. For example, if
every venue owner requires bids to be submitted between
four and Six weeks prior to an event for general admission
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and/or eight to ten weekSprior to a Season for Season tickets,
patrons will learn this process and become comfortable with
this approach of Selling tickets over time.
0046. In addition to marketing efforts by the venue,
promoter, etc., the System provides each patron with
adequate information for each event So that the patron can
make a well-informed bid for each event's ticket. This
information could include Such items as:

0047 comparable ticket selling prices for identical/
Similar recent events or events that are deemed to be

Similar, analogous to the approach used in the real
estate market for providing guidance to homebuyers,
004.8 market-determined prices, if available, for a
Specific venue along with the attendance at the venue
for a particular event measured as a nominal amount
and percent of capacity;
0049 ticket face values, if applicable, for a specific
venue along with the attendance at the venue for a
particular event measured as a nominal amount and
as a percent of capacity;
0050 the most recent ticket market values and prior
year ticket market values for the venue in question;
0051 a gate of entry for a given quality of seat upon
which the patron is bidding,
0052 a minimum level bid price for each quality of
Seating Section for each venue and each event;

0.053 a list of marquee performers for each event at
the particular venue. If the event is Sports related,
this could include an injury report and any important
trade information;

0054 performance statistics of performers, if rel
eVant,

0055 patron postings of performance reviews for an
entertainment event;

0056 where relevant, current year and prior year
won/lost records,

0057 timely press or newswire related articles about
the event, marquee performers, and/or venue;
0058 audio and video links about an event to
enhance the experience for the patron by providing a
Sense of participation in anticipation of the event
prior to the event, and thereby create increased
interest Surrounding the event.
0059 Any other type of information which would assist
the patrons in making informed bids can also be included.
This information can be provided by means of any of a
variety of Suitable communication media. For instance, it
can be presented through any of the access points provided
by the patron interface 10, Such as Internet web pages,
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not be available to other patrons. By using a blind bid
System, price gaming amongst patrons is much less likely to
occur while the venue owner will be much more likely to
receive the patron's best offer price, resulting in an optimal
initial Selling price for the tickets rather than the lowest
common denominator that occurs in interactive auction

approaches. Also, patrons have Significantly leSS incentive to
review their bids immediately prior to the close of the
pricing window, resulting in a reduction in excessive peak
period demands on the trading System Since there is no
minimum level bid to beat. However, Some level of concise

and Simple real-time guidance might be provided to patrons.
The optimal type and level of dynamic bidding information,

Such as pricing (e.g., range, etc.), Volume, etc. to provide to

patrons for the bidding process can be empirically deter

mined.

0061. In one embodiment, patrons can only place one
active bid per quality of Seating Section, however they can
place a bid in as many quality of Seating Sections as they
desire. At the time a patron enters multiple bids, the patron
will be required to indicate whether all of the bids are to be

live (e.g., all bids that are above clearing price will be
purchased) or if the patron only wants to purchase a ticket

at the highest quality of Seat for which a qualifying bid was
Submitted. Also, patrons can update, change, and/or cancel
their bids at any time during the initial ticket pricing window
period, until the time the pricing window closes.
0062 Once the pricing window closes, one singular
Selling price is determined for each quality of Seat Section,
based upon the winning bids that were equal to or greater
than the Singular price all patrons in that Section were willing
to pay. By having one Singular Selling price, patrons are leSS
likely to be upset about a purchase after it is made because
everyone in their quality of Seating Section will have paid the
Same price. Those patrons who bid higher can be given
higher priority with respect to their Seating preferences. AS
long as a patron's bid is equal to or greater than the winning
auction price, he or she will be guaranteed a ticket, absent
any ties. If more patrons Submit bids equal to the winning
auction price than the number of available Seats, resulting in
the need to establish a tie breaker mechanism, a set of rules

can be used to Select the winning bidders. These rules could

include: (1) timing of when the ticket was bid upon, with an
earlier bid being better than later, (2) membership status of
the patrons, (3) number of events purchased/traded through
the System, (4) higher maximum bid levels during the initial

Sales period result in a higher preference, etc.
0063 A market system 50 functions to establish each
event's market value and the initial price for each quality of
Seating Section, based upon the bids that were Submitted. For
example, the pricing could be determined in accordance
with an econometric model that has as its primary objective

to optimize the economic benefit for the venue owner (and
any other parties that participate in ticket revenues, conces

wireleSS communication, interactive television, kiosks and
venue sites, call centers, etc. In addition, it can include other
forms of information dissemination as well, Such as instant

Sion, and merchandise Sales), while considering all of the

messages and electronic mail, Voice-activated response cen

enues, radio revenues, marginal costs for each additional
ticket Sold, etc. Once the initial ticket prices are established,
and any necessary tiebreaker criteria considered, patrons

ters, and the like.

0060. In a preferred implementation, patrons submit
“blind bids' during the pricing window So detailed pricing
information about current bids for the event being sold will

most important and relevant tradeoffs and constraints
impacting the economics for the event Such as ticket rev
enues, concession and merchandise Sales, television rev

who have won a bid are notified of the Success of their bids

and the auction winning pricing for their bids. This notifi
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cation is preferably sent within a few days of the bidding
window closing, and the members account is automatically
billed through the payment System 24. Also, Secondary
trading is allowed immediately upon final determination
and, communication of the initial ticket Selling price. The
method for notification for each patron's winning bid can be
as follows:

0064 if a final winning bid was submitted on the
Internet, an e-mail or instant message (IM) is sent to
the e-mail address stored in the database 22 for the

member who won the bid;

0065 for final winning bids submitted in distribu
tion channels other than the Internet: if available, an
e-mail or IM is sent to the e-mail address on record

for the member; if an e-mail address is not available,

a notification is sent via automated Voice response
Systems, first-class mail, pagers or the like;
0066 for situations where immediate notification is
necessary, Such as for playoff games, etc., a notice is
first sent via e-mail or IM, however when an email

address is not available the patron is notified via
automated Voice response Systems, paging Systems,
or the like, if Sending the notice out by first-class
mail would not be timely;
0067 the patron's membership profile in the data
base 22 is automatically updated So that the patron
can access the profile to determine the Success or
failure of a bid via the Internet, telephone, or the
venue itself, if So preferred.
0068. In addition to notifying bidders of the success or
failure of their bids, the notification capabilities of the
System can be used to provide other related types of infor
mation. For example, once an initial ticket price has been
established, if additional tickets are still available for that

category of ticket, a notification can be sent to all members
to inform them of the price at which the tickets can be
purchased. As a further feature, members can Set up their
profiles So that they only receive Such notification if the
established price is below a certain level or within a certain
range that they select. Other types of information that can be
provided to members include the opening and closing of
bidding windows, and announcements that a preferred type
of entertainment and/or performer will be appearing at a
designated venue. Members can edit their profiles to indicate
their preferences as to the types of Such notifications to
receive, and the medium by which they are delivered, e.g.
e-mail, IM, pages, etc.
0069. Since one of the system's primary objectives is to
increase attendance, and not merely Sell Seats, a trading
System 52 allows patrons to Sell, trade or otherwise transfer
their tickets in a fair, efficient and fully informed manner
prior to an event, in case the patron cannot attend the event
and desires to sell the ticket. It is preferable for the venue
owner to Sell a Seat and have a perSon in attendance at the
event because the individual who attends an event is likely
to enjoy the entertainment experience and thereby build
loyalty, as well as purchase parking, concessions, and poS
sibly even merchandise, Versus a situation where a patron
does not attend and purchases nothing other than the Seat.
Furthermore, getting new patrons to attend an event when a
Season ticket owner cannot attend is more likely to result in
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additional merchandise Sales because the new patron will
not have likely purchased the merchandise in the past.
0070 The trading system provides and facilitates a liquid
and efficient market for Secondary trading of tickets for
events and venues. The liquidity for tickets will likely result
in an additional incentive for patrons to purchase tickets to
events and will likely translate into higher market value for
these tickets. The Secondary trading of tickets is analogous
to the Secondary trading that occurs for Stocks, with unique

identification Symbols for each event (e.g., akin to a com
pany's Stock ticker); up-to-the-Second posting of bid/ask
Spreads for each ticket for each event being Sold; and a
market trading System that matches various types of orders
placed by Sellers and buyers.
0071. The trading system 52 functions purely as a broker
providing a market that allows Seamless trading of tickets by
matching willing and informed buyers and Sellers. A sepa
rate market is preferably established for each level and type
of Seating that is available for an event, in the same manner
as the initial bidding process. When trades are made between
patrons, the trading System communicates with the payment
System 24, to appropriately debit and credit the accounts of
the buying and Selling patrons. Alternatively, a third-party
payment System which facilitates consumer-to-consumer
payments, such as PayPal.com or BillPoint.com, can be
asSociated with the trading System to carry out the financial
portion of the transaction associated with the trading of
tickets.

0072 The trading system 52 may also communicate with
the notification component of the System, to Send notices to
potential and Successful buyers and Sellers regarding prices
and trades. The trading System can quote information Such
as the current bid/ask spread, the last matched trade price,
etc. AS a further feature, patrons can register to receive an

alert message, e.g., an e-mail, page or instant message (IM),

whenever the price of a designated type of Seat increases or
decreases to a Selected level on the Secondary market. For
each Secondary market trade that is executed, there is a bid

and ask (offer) price for the trade that must eventually

converge to result in a match. Analogous to Stocks, the level
of the bid/ask spread is dependent upon the liquidity of the
tickets related to the event in question, with more liquid
trading resulting in Smaller Spreads.
0073. The trade prices under an exchange approach
where the trading System is acting as a broker result in a
Situation where the buyer and Seller are paying the same
market price, although not necessarily the Same total price
when fees are accounted for. The market price may be
identical, yet the fees could vary for the buyer vs. the seller
or be the Same. For instance, a commission could be charged
to both the buyer and Seller for a trade that takes place at a
market price, or the Seller only, or the buyer only.
0074 The trading system can allow for fill or kill trades
for certain types of tickets where all the tickets are Sold to
a purchaser or group of purchasers, who has an identical
number of tickets to be purchased as a ticket Seller, or group
of Sellers, is trying to Sell. In other words, the Sale order is
not executed unless the entire block of tickets can be Sold

(e.g., if only a portion of the tickets can be sold, the trade
does not take place). This could likely apply to Season ticket
holders where they are Selling Specific Seats that can not be
dynamically moved around.
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0075 Patrons can place orders using terminology that is
analogous to the terminology used for the Stock markets. By
using Similar terminology to Stock markets, the level of
necessary patron training is significantly reduced and the
likelihood of greater patron acceptance increased. Patrons
have the choice of placing all kinds of orders including:

on a Secondary exchange, the venue owner can restrict
Seating license tickets So that they can only be traded at their

market orders (sell or buy at current market price); good
till-canceled orders (sell or buy the ticket at a specified price
until the trade is executed or the patron cancels the order);
day limit order (sell or buy an ticket at a specified price for
the duration of a specific day); Stop-loss order (if the tickets
value falls to a specified level the ticket will be sold); and the

includes.

like.

0.076. As another feature which is analogous to stock
trading, data Such as the initial and Secondary market trading
prices, price increases/decreases, Volume and ticker Symbols
for the tickets traded via the electronic ticketing System can
be captured and provided to news Services and other similar
types of Services that report this type of data from Stock
markets. The recipients of this data could include broadcast,
cable and Satellite television Stations, newspapers, Internet
portals, quote Services, IM Services, etc. The data can be
provided as a delayed feed, Similar to Stock quotes, or in real
time. The delivery of the data can be in the form of moving
ticker-tape quotes on a display Screen, transparent overlayS
on other content, borders or banners in Visual presentations,
text-to-voice audio messages, etc.
0077. The foregoing features of the invention provide a
great deal of flexibility in the benefits associated with the
Sale and exchange of tickets. For instance, the benefits can
be categorized acroSS two dimensions, namely different
types of electronic tickets and different types of member
ship. More particularly, a ticket represents a set of rights the
patron obtains as a result of owning a particular type of
ticket. These rights can be bundled in three different cat
egories, Standard tickets, restricted tickets, and temporary
tickets.

0078 Standard tickets are fully tradable with no restric
tions, and allow the owner complete control and discretion

over how the ticket is ultimately used (e.g. enter the venue
for the event, trade the ticket at market value, or assign the

ticket). Also, Standard tickets include the applicable ticket
property rights that are inherent to the Specific ticket pur
chased, as described hereinafter.

0079 Restricted tickets only provide access to an event
for a patron. These restricted tickets might typically be used
in the following situations: college Students at college ath
letic events, employees of the venue or promoter, fan club
members for certain entertainers, and the like. Restricted

tickets can also be used for promotional give-aways, Selling
tickets to events where a face value or a discount to market

value is desired by the entertainer/promoter, reserved tickets
for certain patrons, etc. Restricted tickets allow patrons
access to the event and possibly Select property rights Such
as parking, but they do not possess any other typical ticket
rights. Restricted tickets could be inhibited from being
traded on the Secondary ticket market.
0080. Other restrictions, as deemed necessary, could also
be placed on restricted tickets. For example, Since the venue
owner will probably not want to provide an incentive for

permanent seat license (PSL) holders to retain their seat

licenses and make unjustified profits by trading their tickets

face value, rather than at market value. Venue owners could

then provide Seat license holders with an option to Sell their
Seating license back to the venue owner or continue holding
their Seating license and all the rights the Seat license

0081 Temporary tickets can be used for special circum
stances. Three exemplary types of temporary tickets include
gift tickets, event tickets, and Sub-account tickets. Gift
tickets can be made available for members and non-mem

bers to give to a party of their choice. Event tickets are
tickets for patrons who are not members of the System but
Still want to attend an event. Sub-account tickets can be used

by families (or groups or acquaintances) who often attend
events together and do not want to have a large number of
membership numbers that have to be entered every time they
purchase a group of tickets to sit together. Sub-accounts are
linked to a members primary account. For example, a
member may be assigned the membership number “0001'''
for the primary account. The various Sub-accounts under that
primary account are then designated by the numbers “0001
01”, “0001-02”, “0001-03”, etc. The owner of the primary
account has control over all of the Sub-accounts, and all

charges made on the Sub-accounts, if permitted, are assessed
to the primary account.
0082 Temporary tickets can have the following privi
leges associated with them:

0083) ability to bid for general admission tickets for
any event initially sold on the system. Patrons who
are not members of the System are not entitled to
place a bid for any tickets other than general admis
Sion tickets,

0084 ability to buy and sell any tickets for events
that are traded on the System's Secondary market.
Sub-account tickets under a full-time member may
not have these trading privileges,
0085) entry into the venue, if a ticket is owned;
0086 all property rights (e.g., guaranteed parking,
etc.) associated with the ticket the patron buys for
that particular event.
0087. In addition to different types of tickets, different
categories of full-time membership can be offered. A basic
membership can provide the following privileges:
0088 ability to bid for tickets for any event initially
Sold on the System. This includes general admission,
Season tickets, luxury boxes, etc.;
0089 ability to buy and sell any tickets for events
that are traded on the Secondary market on a mem
ber's own account;

0090) entry into the venue, if a ticket is owned;
0091 all property rights (e.g., guaranteed parking,
etc.) associated with the type of ticket the patron
buys for that particular event;
0092] ability to select and rank personal seating
preferences and then have these Seating preferences
considered when Seats are assigned;
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0093 lower transaction fees when purchasing tick
etS,

0094) ability to use the membership card to purchase
merchandise and concessions at the venue at Selected

concession and merchandising booths,
0095 participate in promotional offerings during an
event by the venue owner Such as Special discounts,
two-for-one promotions, etc.
0096. In addition, members can pay an annual fee which
entitles them to a higher, or premium, level of membership.
Premium members can enjoy the following additional mem
bership privileges:
0097 ability to participate in co-promotional activi
ties for relevant products Such as Sporting goods,
clothing, and the like. Patrons may be entitled to cash
discounts at affiliated Shopping outlets,
0098 free services that are offered by strategic alli
ance partners, Such as Internet-based Sports Services,
and the like;
0099

random drawingg promotional
activities where
p

the patron will have the ability to win back-stage
passes, meet with the entertainers/players, etc.
0100. The following types of devices, with their related
privileges, can be used for entry into each of the affiliated
WCUCS

0101 Smart cards, PDAs, wireless telephones, con
tactless cards, bar-coded and magnetic Stripe cards,
RFID devices, biometric features, and the like can be

used by full-time members, regardless of the type of

membership. The devices can be used to: (a) provide
entry into the venue, (b) provide entry into guaran
teed parking, (c) allow patrons to purchase either
merchandise or concessions at the venue, etc.

0102) any of these foregoing types of devices can be
employed for all non-members who want to attend
an event at a venue that uses the System's Services,
as well as gift certificate cards (gift tickets), affiliate
cards for full-time members (Sub-account tickets),
and infrequent patrons who want to purchase their
tickets on an event-by-event basis (event tickets),
rather than become full-time members. The privi
leges associated with these tickets comprise entry
into the venue and any related property rights that are
asSociated with the type of ticket the patron owns.
0103 Membership rights and privileges are distinct from
ticket property rights. Ticket property rights are particular to
a specific event and constitute the basic commodities that
can be purchased and traded by members of the System.
Tickets need not be physical in nature, they can be electronic
proxies for the associated rights. Membership rights are
benefits that the patron receives, and these rights can not be
traded. Membership rights vary by the type of membership
the patron possesses.
0104. Ticket property rights are linked to a patron's
membership. This link is unique and each membership is
only allowed one Set of ticket property rights for each
individual event. The ticket has all the property rights
asSociated with conventional physical tickets, plus more.
Identical to physical tickets, ticket property rights authorize
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entry into the entertainment event. This is the most basic of
property rights. Tickets might also possess other property
rights Such as entry into guaranteed parking, entry into
luxury boxes, and various benefits provided by the venue
owner at the venue.

0105 Season tickets present a specialized case of the
general Situation described thus far. Whether Season ticket
holders have purchased a Seating license or not, there is
likely to be a general feeling by Season ticket holders, and
even venue owners, that having a Season ticket entitles that
individual to priority on buying a Season ticket the following
Season, even though it is a new Season. While this property

right is perceived rather than actual (other than in the case
of Seat licenses), a value can be attributed to this right

without jeopardizing the intangible goodwill this inherent
right conveys to Season ticket owners. If this inherent
property right does not continue, existing Season ticket
owners might feel that the goodwill they have demonstrated

for a franchise (e.g., purchased season tickets in good and
bad times) has not been acknowledged or rewarded.
0106 Existing season ticket owners will likely want to be
differentiated from new bidders for season tickets, rather

than be considered just another perSon in a pool of bidders.
In fact, it is likely that season ticket holders will want to be
differentiated in a way that is directly beneficial to them.
0107 For those venue owners who want to provide such
an inherent property right to their existing Season ticket
owners, the following approach can be employed. All
patrons who are interested in renewing their Season tickets
for their current quality of Seat Section can be required to
Submit a bid during the market making process. By requiring

all interested patrons (e.g. existing and new) to Submit bids
for Season tickets, venue owners will obtain a more robust
market value for the tickets. Once the market value is

determined for a particular Section's Season tickets, existing
season ticket holders from prior years who did not bid
enough to meet or exceed the market value price for the
tickets, but did bid enough to be within a predetermined
percentage of the fair market value, would have an option

(e.g. right of first refusal) to renew their season tickets at the

fair market value. The existing Season ticket holders have a
limited period of time following the closing of the bidding
window to exercise this option. By encouraging existing
Season ticket holders to be within a certain percentage, e.g.,
20%, of the fair market value price, the existing Season ticket
holders will likely submit a bid that is reasonable. When an

existing season ticket owner's bid is not reasonable (e.g.,
within 20% of the fair market value), it is probably fair to

expect that the existing Season ticket owner should lose this
valuable inherent property right, Since he or She was likely
understating the bid. Conversely, those existing Season ticket
holders who bid at or above the market value receive their

tickets automatically. If a Season ticket holder does not
continue to purchase a Season ticket, or changes the quality
of Seat from the prior Season, this option ceases for future
SCSOS.

0108. The electronic ticket can provide parking privi
leges identical to those which are conventionally offered.
The parking property right travels along with the ticket
being purchased/Sold, So that the owner of the ticket in
question also owns the parking property right. In other
words, the parking right is bundled with the entry property
right for certain tickets.
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0109 AS discussed previously, the parking attendants can
have radio frequency readers 36 that allow the attendants to
instantaneously read a membership identification device and
also determine whether the member has parking privileges.
AS Vehicles enter the parking area of the venue, the patrons
provide their membership devices to the parking attendant,
who reads the device with the reader. Alternatively, the
device could be placed on the dashboard of the vehicle or
hung on the mirror, and be automatically read while it
remains in the vehicle. The reader communicates with the

local payment Server 32 and Sends back a verification notice
that this particular ticket holder is entitled to park in the
parking area. AS the patrons enter the parking area, the
parking attendant can provide the patrons with physical
markers indicating that they are allowed to park in a reserved
area, if desired.

0110. As with the electronic tickets used for entry into the
venue, this form of electronic ticket for parking results in
increased liquidity and transferability of ticket property
rights. Once a patron enters the parking area, he or She will
lose the ability to trade the ticket Since a portion of the
property right that is affiliated with the ticket for that
particular event has been used. This property is akin to that
of a ticket holder who actually enters the venue itself; once
a patron enters the venue all trading privileges for the ticket
cease and desist.

0111 Playoff tickets present another type of special-case.
Regular Season ticket holders might be upset if, at the end of
a Season, they are required to reenter a normal ticket pool
and bid for the opportunity to attend playoff games after they
have spent an entire Season attending games and they are
required to reenter the bidding process for purchasing tickets

to playoff events. As part of a season ticket package (e.g., to
give people a reason to purchase season tickets), the venue

owner can provide all Season ticket purchasers with the right

to purchase playoff tickets (at a fixed face value or discount
to market value for their particular Season ticket Seat-akin

to conventional preprinted face values) for the team's play

off tickets for each phase of the playoffs. The face value
price or level of discount to market price for each ticket
could increase or decrease, respectively, with each round of
the playoffs.
0112 By providing this option to purchase pre-priced
playoff tickets to Season ticket holders only, it allows the
venue owner to Significantly differentiate the Season ticket
package from general admission tickets. Although there is
always a tradeoff between Selling the option and collecting
the option value and Strike price VS. waiting to see if the
venue owner's team makes the playoffs and Selling the
tickets at their actual market value, the venue owner Strongly
differentiates Season tickets from general admission tickets
by providing this property right at the beginning of the
Season. Also, Since this option can not be split up over
various games, it is a unique ticket property right for Season
ticket holders only.
0113. The option to purchase playoff tickets for season
ticket holders can automatically be part of the Season ticket's
property rights, translating into a higher market value on
Season tickets for the venue owner. This higher initial ticket
market value in turn results in higher ticket Sales proceeds to
the venue owner upon the initial Sale of tickets to patrons,
irrespective of whether the team makes the playoffs.
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0114. There are many incentives for patrons to provide
each patron's membership number when purchasing tickets
for a group of people rather than using Sub-accounts, includ
ing the ability for each patron to use their membership
device at the venue to make purchases, lower transaction
fees, ability for each patron to control a ticket when the
ticket is linked to a unique membership number, etc. It may
also be desirable to make it easy for patrons to do So rather
than having to memorize or collect all of the membership
numbers prior to placing an order.
0.115. At the time a patron registers, or at any point in the
future thereafter, each patron can have the ability to list the
name and membership numbers of other members for whom
they will typically purchase tickets or provide notification
that they have extra tickets available. This can be done by
the patron knowing and directly entering the other members
required information, or by providing an inquiry and Search
capability where the perSon building the list can enter certain

critical information (e.g., name, address, member number,
etc.) that will search the database 22 and provide a list of

potential matches, allowing the patron to Select the list
members based upon the results of the Search. Including
other members on a given patron's list will only allow the
owner of that list to purchase a ticket for another member,
but not to Sell tickets, purchase concessions, etc. All mem
bers placed on Someone else's list can be notified that a
certain member has included them on a list of likely perSons
for whom a ticket is to be purchased. For example, an e-mail,
pager alert or instant message can be sent to each of the
listed members when a patron Selects them for inclusion on
a list.

0116 Approval for inclusion on any member's list must
be provided by the member being named on the list before
the corresponding billing and electronic ticket property
rights can be directly assigned to the list member. Only after
inclusion on a list is approved by the list member can the list
member be billed for charges incurred as a result of the
primary members order. Also, electronic ticket property
rights are not assigned without approval. However, elec
tronic ticket property rights can be transferred from one
member to another at any point in time after an electronic
ticket is purchased.
0.117) If a member places an order for another member,
and the member for whom the electronic ticket is being
purchased has not yet approved his or her inclusion on the
purchasing member's list, then the member who is placing
the initial order or secondary trading order is billed for all
acquired unapproved electronic tickets with all property
rights associated with each unapproved electronic ticket
defaulting to one of the order placer's Subaccount numbers.

This means that all electronic tickets (order placer's elec
tronic ticket, intended Subaccount electronic tickets, and
unapproved electronic ticket orders), other than properly
approved list orders, will be billed to and be under the
control of the member placing the order, although the
property rights for each electronic ticket will be assigned to
individual member and Subaccount numbers.

0118. In addition to the primary member's approach
outlined above for placing other members on a list, the list
members can themselves Send a request to be automatically
added or deleted from any list at any point in time. In
addition, the primary member can, with or without approval
from a list member, remove any member from his or her list.
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0119 Whether a member is placed or elects to be placed
on another members list, the member being placed on the
list has the option of approving his or her inclusion on
another members list for only one Specified event or for any
event. If the member is only approved for a particular event,
once the event is complete that members information
disappears from the order placer's list.
0120 Members are also able to create, name, and com
bine unlimited numbers of list members who typically
purchase electronic tickets or receive notifications together.
Many e-mail programs allow group mailings to be pre
defined today. This grouping might consist of a group of
family or friends that typically attend events together, a
grouping of a company's favorite clients for entertainment
purposes, etc. The ticket eXchange System keeps a history for
each list member showing how many notifications, elec
tronic ticket purchases, electronic ticket transfers, etc. the
primary member has carried out for that particular list
member.

0121 When a patron purchases an electronic ticket for a
list member, an automatic list dialogue box appears, Show
ing (a) the primary members list members, (b) an indication
whether the list members have been approved or are pending
approval, and (c) whether they are approved for a specific or
any event. The list member's membership number need not
be shown on the list when placing orders because patrons do
not typically know (or care about) their list members
membership number, other then when originally developing
their list. However, the System Stores a corresponding mem
bership number in the background for each list member
shown on a list. AS an example, one list members listing in
the dialogue box could be “John Smith-Any” or “John
Smith-MLBNYYO712” (particular event identifier).
0122) The list prioritizes the order in which list members
are listed, based upon how many electronic tickets the
primary member and list customer have purchased for each
other in the past or if the list member has been identified for
a particular event for which the primary member is currently
placing an order. The primary member can place an order for
his or her own electronic tickets and then either tell a call

center operator or use the Internet to click and drag members
of the list into their order box if they are ordering more than
one electronic ticket. The maximum number of Sub-accounts

can be included at the bottom of the list box as well, so

members can click and drag Sub-account numbers if they

desire. Once an order is placed and executed (electronic
tickets are purchased), the primary member and all list
members can be notified of the order either via e-mail, a

toll-free or toll-bearing telephone number that is menu
driven, an automated telephone calling Service, first-class
mail, or the like. The primary member will also have a
record of the order at the time the original order is placed.
0123. By means of the features provided by the system,
patrons have an option to Select whether they want to

purchase electronic tickets for other patrons (as outlined
above), or notify other patrons that they have electronic
tickets available to be used for an event. While the system's
notification Service will most likely be used by corporate
electronic ticket holders, who may wish to transfer tickets at
no charge to the recipients for entertainment or goodwill
purposes, all members will have the opportunity to use this
notification Service. In the case of the notification Service,
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approval by the list member is not required to be included on
the primary members notification list. Of course, members
would want to encourage their list members to be registered
members prior to placing them on their notification Service
list, however the primary member could still list a non
member on their notification service list. If this non-member

were to eventually use the primary member's electronic
ticket, the non-member would have to use a temporary
electronic ticket or become a member.

0.124. When subscribing to the system's notification ser
vice, members and their list members will follow the same

approach that is outlined above for entering the required
information for each list member. However, the required
personal information for the notification Service will also
include the list member's contact information Such as an

Instant Messenger ID, e-mail address, pager number, and the
like, depending upon the method of communication the list
member prefers for notification. In addition, if the method of
notification allows, each primary member will be able to
customize a number of notification announcements and

Select the announcement they wish to use for each notifica
tion. If the primary member does not want to customize the
message, a default announcement can be employed, Such as
“Company XYZ would like to offer you X free electronic
tickets to event name on event date. If you are interested
and able to use these electronic tickets, please call XXX-XXX
XXXX or e-mail us at XXXXGyyyy.com. Thank you.”
0.125 Notification of electronic ticket availability can be
done prior to Selling or assigning electronic tickets to a
notice Service list member. However, assigning or Selling an
electronic ticket to any list member by the primary member
is preferably only done by the primary member himself or
herself. In other words, the system facilitates the notification
Service, while all transactions for electronic tickets are

executed by members themselves. Members are able to
prioritize the order in which their notification service list
members or group of members are listed in their notification
Service list dialogue box. This provides each primary mem
ber with the ability to use their own criteria for ranking list
members for their notification service.

0.126 The overall flow of operations that occur within the
electronic ticket exchange system is illustrated in FIGS. 5-8.
FIG. 5 depicts the events which occur in connection with an
initial ticket offering. At Step 60, information regarding an
upcoming event is published, and a bidding window is
opened at Step 62. Once the window has closed, the market
system 50 determines the initial ticket prices for each level
of Seating at Step 64. For each patron whose bid was at or
above the established price, the payment System 24 debits
the patron's account at Step 66, and an electronic ticket token
is transferred to each Such patron's account. The outcome of
the initial ticket offering is then communicated to the Suc
cessful bidders, at step 68. If desired, data relating to the
various bids and established market prices can be stored in
a Suitable database for Subsequent analysis.
0127 FIG. 6 illustrates the operations that take place
Subsequent to the initial offering. At Step 70, patrons initiate
the Sale or purchase of tickets on a Secondary market made
available through the trading system 52, by any of the
available acceSS mechanisms of the patron interface 10.
When a match occurs, the payment System validates the
buyer's ability to perform the transaction, and then appro
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priately credits or debits the members accounts at Step 72.
The trading System 52 completes the transaction by moving

the electronic ticket token(s) from the Seller's account to the

purchaser's account, at step 74. The market system 50 is
updated at Step 76, to reflect the executed trade information.
Again, the data relating to the trades can be Stored for future
analysis and reference.
0128 FIG. 7 illustrates the operations that occur at the
initiation of the event. At step 80, seating system 48 finalizes
the optimal configuration for all of the tickets that have been
Sold at a certain point. This configuration is downloaded to
the entry system server 40, at step 82. As additional tickets
are Sold or exchanged during this time, the entry System
Server is updated with the appropriate Seating information.
Once the venue opens its gates, patrons use their identifi
cation devices to enter the parking facilities and the acceSS
control mechanisms, at Step 84. Once a device is employed
at any of these points, the member identification is trans
mitted via a reader to the entry server at step 86, which
forwards the information to the central server 26 at step 88,
to prevent any further trading of the electronic ticket. The
entry Server 40 queries the patron's account to see if an
electronic ticket token is present for the event, and autho
rizes access to the parking facilities and the venue, as
appropriate. Alternatively, if the token is Stored on the
identification device itself, the appropriate information is
read from the device. In those situations where Seats are

assigned, as the patron's identification device is read at the
access-control mechanism 42, the Seating map 20 is checked
and the printer at the acceSS-control point produces a physi
cal Seating assignment for the patron, at Step 92.
0129 FIG. 8 depicts operations that can occur during the
performance of the event. At steps 94 and 95, a concession
aire can Scan a member's identification device and the

universal product codes for purchased items. The price of
each item is retrieved from a database at step 96, and the
total amount due is calculated. This amount is provided to
the local payment server 32 at step 98, where the transaction
is validated. The individual transactions are queued at the
local payment Server, and uploaded to the primary payment
server 28 at step 100. Again, the purchasing behavior of the
patrons can be Stored for Subsequent analysis and data
mining.
0130. In the foregoing example of the invention, most of
the operations are carried out at a central facility, and a
portion of the processing occurs at the individual venues. It
will be appreciated, however, that the processing load can be
configured in different manners. For instance, all operations
could be performed at the central location. In this case, the
access-control devices and the readers communicate directly
back to the central Server or cluster 26. This approach may
be feasible in a Situation where the communication linkS
between the venues and the central location are reliable and

capable of operation at high Speeds.
0131 From the foregoing, therefore, it can be seen that
the electronic ticket eXchange System of the present inven
tion offers a number of advantages to both the venue owner
and the patron. Venue owners will be able to earn optimal
total income yield for each event at the time tickets are Sold.
For popular events, laws of Supply and demand will likely
result in a higher market value for tickets upon initial Sale,
resulting in the venue owner receiving this money, not a
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ticket broker/Scalper. Increased acceSS and liquidity of tick
ets for each game and Season tickets will likely result in a
higher ticket market value. Season ticket holders have a
liquid and market-driven alternative when they can not
attend an event due to work, travel, or other personal
reasons, likely resulting in their willingness to pay more for
a Season ticket. The same is true, but to a lesser extent, for

general admission tickets.
0132) Venue owners will be able to earn incremental
money from event marketing investments because they can
measure incremental Seats and market price change in
tickets directly. Enhanced franchise value results from the
patron paying a fair market value for enjoying the enter
tainment. Patrons more likely to feel like they received a fair
deal. Significantly enhanced experience for patrons will
likely create increased value in the entertainment franchise's
intangible goodwill.
0.133 Venue owners will significantly expand their
potential patron market for each event because all potential
patrons, whether full-time members of the System or not,
will know that when they want an ticket for an event at one
of the affiliated venues, they can simply go to the System to
investigate event details Such as timing, entertainers, cost
per ticket for each quality of Seat, etc. This comfort in
obtaining a fair market value for the tickets and 100%
accessibility will result in patrons who did not previously
know how to obtain tickets being able to knowingly inves
tigate and potentially purchase a ticket.

0134) The size of potential patron base will be increased
as a result of increased word-of-mouth due to market value

pricing for lesser-known acts tickets. Because lesser known

acts will likely have a lower market value (VS. overpriced
face value) for their tickets, it is likely that the base of

patrons willing to pay a lower market value will increase.
The venue owner will be better able to build patron loyalty,
as well as significantly develop and enhance patron loyalty
programs. The venue owner will also have significantly
increased access to information on patron's purchasing
behavior and demographic Statistics. This can result in
increased effectiveness of event promotional and marketing
efforts as a result of improved demographic information and
ability to effectively direct market. Such information pro
vides a Stronger case to demonstrate when a community
does or does not Support a franchise, and hence take nec
essary actions.
0.135 The system also provides increased venue yield
management for both popular and less popular entertainment
events. Due to the fact that the venue owner is Selling
attendance, rather than merely Selling Seats, the venue owner
should experience increased economic benefits from addi
tional patrons attending events and paying for parking,

concessions, merchandise, and the like. The venue owner

will have more leverage with merchandise and concession
vendors due to increased yield management of venues. More
people are likely to attend an event due to a more efficient

(information and transaction cost) Secondary market for
tickets. In addition, the nuisance effect from physical ticket
ScalperS is eliminated.
0.136. Of course, the bidding process is likely to result in
a significant variation in ticket prices for different events,
depending upon their relative popularities. In contrast to
conventional fixed-price ticketing arrangements, this varia
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tion could produce fluctuations in revenue flows for the
venue, which cannot be accurately forecast. As a means to
better manage cash flow in Such a Situation, the venue owner
may want to purchase insurance or other types of financial
hedging instruments which provide the ability to Swap a
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providing the goods. Instead of having a physical ticket

System that functions like cash (e.g., bearer-bond market)

and has the accompanying risk of loSS, theft, damage,

counterfeit, etc., the electronic ticket is much more Secure

and based upon a patron membership and personal identi

variable income Stream for one that is fixed. Hence, the

fication number. The use of electronic tickets also enhances

venue owner has the option to assume all of the risk and
reward associated with the bidding process, hedge part of the
uncertainty, or insure against all of the uncertainty.
0.137 Another financial mechanism that can be employed
is the ability to securitize a portion of the revenues that will
be earned from future ticket Sales, either through the bidding
proceSS or in a fixed-price format. By Selling rights in
revenue from future ticket Sales to a third party, the venue
owner can realize a portion of that income at an earlier time.
0138 Patrons of entertainment at venues experience ben
efits as well. For instance, patrons can buy/Sell/trade tickets
for any event on a Worldwide ticket eXchange, resulting in
complete information and an efficient market. Price gouging
or limited information will no longer exist. At all times,
every patron knows that they only have to pay a fair market
value for any ticket to any entertainment event. Certain
events will be more affordable for patrons to attend, expand
ing access to live entertainment events to the general popu
lation. Membership loyalty benefits will transfer across

the Security element of the System.
0143. It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in
the art that the present invention can be embodied in other
Specific forms without departing from the Spirit or essential
characteristics thereof. For instance, in a preferred imple
mentation of the invention, all of the various components
described herein are integrated into a comprehensive elec
tronic ticket eXchange System. However, individual aspects
of the System can be Selectively employed without using
other features described herein. For example, the market
making mechanism can be employed in conjunction with a
paper ticket System, to establish an initial Sale price for the

entertainment events and venues.

0139 Increased access to all events will result since
patrons can purchase a ticket for any entertainment event as
long as they are willing to pay a fair market value. No longer
is purchasing a ticket Solely a function of: (a) personal
contacts, (b) a rapid dial telephone, or (c) one's time
availability to Stand in a queue.
0140 Patrons will have the ability to place bids for any
Season ticket for any quality of Seating Section. AS long as
the patron is willing to pay a fair market value for their
Season ticket, the patron can always improve upon existing
Season ticket Seating quality. Timing of bids can be casual,
Since they can be changed prior to final Submission, and they
can be entered over a period of time, eliminating the hassles
of queuing. Increased liquidity for entertainment event tick
ets results, Since the telephone and internet will provide
anyone with the opportunity to buy/sell/trade tickets for any
entertainment event, without geographic constraints. The
proceSS for purchasing tickets goes from a very arduous
process of waiting in queues, rapid dialing telephones, and
frustration at Selection to one of complete access and excite
ment.

0141 Increased liquidity of tickets adds convenience to
both event and Season ticket holders, in that they are able to

Sell or assign a ticket in the future if necessary (e.g., can not
attend due to other commitments, work, etc.). This addi

tional convenience will increase the patron's likelihood of
bidding for certain events and providing a fuller assessment
of their perceived market value for the event. Specific patron
preferences can be acknowledged through venue and third
party direct marketing efforts if the patron desires.
0142 Property rights that often accompany tickets such
as guaranteed parking, restricted Seating, etc. can all be
transferred with the electronic ticket and linked to a specific
membership. Actual concession and merchandising prefer
ences can be taken into account in a real-time fashion when

tickets that enables the venue owner to receive the true

market value for the tickets. Thereafter, the paper tickets can
be handled in a conventional manner. In another implemen
tation, electronic tickets can be Sold at a pre-established face
value, i.e. without initial bidding, and thereafter traded on a
Secondary market. Similarly, the dynamic Seat assignment
can be an optional feature. For instance, Seats can be
assigned at the time the tickets are purchased, e.g. upon
notification that an initial bid was Successful, rather than

await an optimal configuration at a time closer to the Start of
the event. Other variations of the features of the system will
also be apparent.
0144) Furthermore, in a preferred implementation, the
electronic ticket eXchange System of the present invention is
employed in connection with all of the tickets for every
event at a venue. In Some cases, however, it may be
preferable to employ the System in a Selective manner. For
instance, tickets may be Sold and eXchanged through the
System for certain events, e.g. Special, non-recurring events
Such as concerts, shows, etc., but not for other, more regular
events. In another implementation, the features of the System
can be selectively used for certain qualities of Seating, Such
as Season tickets and Suites, while using more conventional
ticketing approaches for general admission tickets. Alterna
tively, the System might be employed for only those tickets
which are not sold by the venue's box office. Other varia
tions in the implementation of the invention are also pos
sible.

0145 The presently disclosed embodiments are therefore
considered in all respects to be illustrative, and not restric
tive. The Scope of the invention is indicated by the appended
claims, rather than the foregoing description, and all changes
that come within the meaning and range of equivalence
thereof are intended to be embraced therein.
What is claimed is:

1. A System for the Sale and eXchange of tickets for
entertainment events, comprising:
a market-making System which establishes a price for
entertainment event tickets based upon bids Submitted
by patrons,
a patron interface via which patrons can Submit bids for
event tickets and purchase electronic tickets for enter
tainment events,
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a storage System for Storing information regarding elec
tronic tickets purchased by patrons,
a trading System via which patrons having electronic
tickets Stored in Said Storage System can transfer the
electronic tickets to other patrons, and
an entry System which is responsive to the presentation of
information pertaining to a patron to determine whether
that patron is an owner of an electronic ticket for a
given event, and to permit those patrons who are
owners of electronic tickets to enter the venue at which

the event is being presented.
2. The System of claim 1 further including a Seating
System which determines an allocation of Seats at Said venue
for electronic tickets for the event.

3. The system of claim 2 wherein the seats are allocated
on the basis of preferences Submitted by the patrons.
4. The system of claim 2 wherein said entry system
provides patrons with an identification of Seats that are
allocated to their electronic tickets at the time that entry is
permitted.
5. The System of claim 1 including a payment System
which Stores information regarding payment accounts of
patrons and automatically debits Said accounts for purchases
of electronic tickets made by patrons.
6. The System of claim 5 wherein Said payment System
automatically credits and debits Said payment accounts, as
appropriate, for transferS of tickets carried out via Said
trading System.
7. The system of claim 5 wherein said payment system
automatically debits said payment accounts for purchases of
items made by patrons at the venue.
8. The system of claim 1 further including identification
devices which identify patrons as members of an organiza
tion affiliated with Said System, and which are used to
present Said information to the entry System.
9. The system of claim 8 wherein said identification
devices are also used to provide access to facilities associ
ated with a venue.

10. The system claim 9 wherein said facilities including
parking Sites.
11. The system of claim 8 wherein said identification
devices are also used to purchase items at the venues.
12. The System of claim 1 wherein a venue contains plural
levels of Seating quality, and Said market-making System
establishes a respective price for each level of Seating
quality.
13. A System for the Sale and eXchange of tickets for
entertainment events, comprising:
a patron interface via which patrons can purchase elec
tronic tickets for entertainment events,

a storage System for Storing information regarding elec
tronic tickets purchased by patrons,
a trading System via which patrons having electronic
tickets Stored in Said Storage System can transfer the
electronic tickets to other patrons,
a Seating System which determines an allocation of Seats
at Said venue for electronic tickets for the event, and

an entry System which is responsive to the presentation of
information pertaining to a patron to determine whether
that patron is an owner of an electronic ticket for a
given event, and to permit those patrons who are

Owners of electronic tickets to enter the venue at which

the event is being presented.
14. The system of claim 13 wherein the seats are allocated
on the basis of preferences Submitted by the patrons.
15. The system of claim 13 wherein said entry system
provides patrons with an identification of Seats that are
allocated to their electronic tickets at the time that entry is
permitted.
16. The System of claim 13 including a payment System
which Stores information regarding payment accounts of
patrons and automatically debits Said accounts for purchases
of electronic tickets made by patrons.
17. The system of claim 16 wherein said payment system
automatically credits and debits Said payment accounts, as
appropriate for transferS of tickets carried out via Said
trading System.
18. The system of claim 16 wherein said payment system
automatically debits said payment accounts for purchases of
items made by patrons at the venue.
19. The system of claim 13 further including identification
devices which identify patrons as members of an organiza
tion affiliated with Said System, and which are used to
present Said information to the entry System.
20. The system of claim 19 wherein said identification
devices are also used to provide access to facilities associ
ated with a venue.

21. The system claim 20 wherein said facilities including
parking Sites.
22. The system of claim 19 wherein said identification
devices are also used to purchase items at the venues.
23. The system of claim 13 wherein a venue contains
plural levels of Seating quality, and Said trading System
establishes a respective market for each level of Seating
quality.
24. A System for the Sale and exchange of tickets for
entertainment events, comprising:
a patron interface via which patrons can purchase elec
tronic tickets for entertainment events,

a storage System for Storing information regarding elec
tronic tickets purchased by patrons,
a trading System via which patrons having electronic
tickets Stored in Said Storage System can transfer the
electronic tickets to other patrons,
a payment System which Stores information regarding
payment accounts of patrons and automatically debits
and credits Said accounts for purchases and trades of
electronic tickets made by patrons, and
an entry System which is responsive to the presentation of
information pertaining to a patron to determine whether
that patron is an owner of an electronic ticket for a
given event, and to permit those patrons who are
Owners of electronic tickets to enter the venue at which

the event is being presented.
25. The System of claim 24 further including a Seating
System which determines an allocation of Seats at Said venue
for electronic tickets for the event.

26. The system of claim 25 wherein the seats are allocated
on the basis of preferences Submitted by the patrons.
27. The system of claim 25 wherein said entry system
provides patrons with an identification of Seats that are
allocated to their electronic tickets at the time that entry is
permitted.
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28. The system of claim 24 wherein said payment system
automatically debits said payment accounts for purchases of
items made by patrons at the venue.
29. The system of claim 24 further including identification
devices which identify patrons as members of an organiza
tion affiliated with Said System, and which are used to
present Said information to the entry System.
30. The system of claim 29 wherein said identification
devices are also used to provide access to facilities associ
ated with a venue.

31. The system of claim 30 wherein said facilities includ
ing parking Sites.
32. The system of claim 29 wherein said identification
devices are also used to purchase items at the venues.
33. The system of claim 24 wherein a venue contains
plural levels of Seating quality, and Said trading System
establishes a respective market for each level of Seating
quality.
34. A system for the sale of tickets for entertainment
events, comprising:
a patron interface via which patrons can Submit bids for
event tickets and purchase tickets for entertainment
events,

a market-making System which establishes a price for
entertainment event tickets based upon bids Submitted
by patrons, and
a notification mechanism which informs patrons who
Submit bids at or above the established price that their
bids were Successful.

35. The system of claim 34 further including a trading
System via which patrons who have purchased tickets can
transfer the tickets to other patrons.
36. The system of claim 35 including a payment system
which Stores information regarding payment accounts of
patrons and automatically debits Said accounts for purchases
of tickets made by patrons.
37. The system of claim 36 wherein said payment system
automatically credits and debits Said payment accounts, as
appropriate, for transferS of tickets carried out via Said
trading System.
38. The system of claim 34 wherein a venue contains
plural levels of Seating quality, and Said market-making
System establishes a respective price for each level of
Seating quality.
39. A system for the sale of tickets for entertainment
events, comprising:
a patron interface via which patrons can purchase tickets
for entertainment events,

a Seating System which determines an allocation of Seats
at Said venue for tickets for the event; and

an entry System which permits those patrons who are
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viduals that a patron has purchased tickets to an event and
Such tickets are available to be transferred to said individu
als.

42. The system of claim 41 wherein said notification is
provided to each individual by means of a communication
medium that is associated with that individual and Stored in

Said Storage System.
43. The System of claim 1 wherein Said Storage System
Stores information relating to patrons interaction with the
System, that can be analyzed for marketing efforts based
upon patron behavior.
44. The system of claim 43 wherein said storage system
also stores information relating to patron demographics.
45. The system of claim 43 wherein said storage system
Stores information relating to items purchased by patrons.
46. The System of claim 1 wherein Said Storage System
includes a central Server which Stores information that

identifies all electronic tickets purchased by patrons for an
eVent.

47. The system of claim 46 wherein said central server is
accessible by Said entry System to determine whether a given
patron is an owner of an electronic ticket.
48. The system of claim 1 wherein said patron interface
enables a patron to purchase tickets for other patrons as part
of a group transaction.
49. The system of claim 48 wherein said interface dis
plays a list of patrons who are affiliated with a given patron,
to permit Said given patron to Selectively purchase tickets for
any one or more of Said listed patrons at the time of placing
a bid and/or purchasing tickets to an event.
50. The system of claim 49 wherein said interface permits
individual patrons to Selectively add or delete their names on
lists created for other patrons.
51. The system of claim 1 wherein said trading system
provides for direct patron-to-patron payments for the Sale of
a ticket from one patron to another.
52. The System of claim 1 wherein Said market-making
System provides patrons who qualify as Season ticket holders
with a right of first refusal to purchase tickets for a new
season at the established price if their bids were below said
price.
53. The system of claim 52 wherein said right is only
provided to season ticket holders whose bids are within a
predetermined range of Said established price.
54. The system of claim 52 wherein said market-making
System provides Season ticket holders with the right to
purchase playoff tickets at a fixed price value, without
bidding.
55. The system of claim 13 further including a notification
System which automatically provides a notification to indi
viduals that a patron has purchased tickets to an event and
Such tickets are available to be transferred to said individu
als.

56. The system of claim 55 wherein said notification is
provided to each individual by means of a communication

owners of tickets to enter the venue at which the event

medium that is associated with that individual and Stored in

is being presented, and provides patrons with an iden

Said Storage System.
57. The system of claim 13 wherein said storage system
Stores information relating to patrons interaction with the
System, that can be analyzed for marketing efforts based
upon patrons purchasing behavior.
58. The system of claim 57 wherein said storage system
also stores information relating to patron demographics.

tification of Seats that are allocated to their tickets at the

time that entry is permitted.
40. The system of claim 39 wherein the seats are allocated
on the basis of preferences Submitted by the patrons.
41. The system of claim 1 further including a notification
System which automatically provides a notification to indi
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59. The system of claim 57 wherein said storage system
Stores information relating to items purchased by patrons.
60. The system of claim 13 wherein said storage system
includes a central Server which Stores information that

identifies all electronic tickets purchased by patrons for an
eVent.

61. The system of claim 60 wherein said central server is
accessible by Said entry System to determine whether a given
patron is an owner of an electronic ticket.
62. The system of claim 13 wherein said patron interface
enables a patron to purchase tickets for other patrons as part
of a group transaction.
63. The system of claim 62 wherein said interface dis
plays a list of patrons who are affiliated with a given patron,
to permit Said given patron to Selectively purchase tickets for
any one or more of Said listed patrons at the time of
purchasing tickets to an event.
64. The system of claim 63 wherein said interface permits
individual patrons to Selectively add or delete their names on
lists created for other patrons.
65. The system of claim 13 wherein said trading system
provides for direct patron-to-patron payments for the Sale of
a ticket from one patron to another.
66. The system of claim 34 wherein said market-making
System provides patrons who qualify as Season ticket holders
with a right of first refusal to purchase tickets for a new
season at the established price if their bids were below said
price.
67. The system of claim 66 wherein said right is only
provided to season ticket holders whose bids are within a
predetermined range of Said established price.
68. The system of claim 66 wherein said market-making
System provides Season ticket holders with the right to
purchase playoff tickets at a fixed price value, without
bidding.
69. A system for the sale and dissemination of tickets for
entertainment events, comprising:
a patron interface via which patrons can purchase tickets
for entertainment events,

a storage System for Storing information regarding tickets
purchased by patrons,
a notification System which automatically provides a
notification to individuals that a patron has purchased
tickets to an event and Such tickets are available to be

transferred to Said individuals, and

an entry System which is responsive to the presentation of
information pertaining to an individual to determine
whether that individual is an valid holder of a ticket for

a given event, and to permit those individuals who are
valid holders of electronic tickets to enter the venue at

which the event is being presented.
70. The system of claim 69 wherein said notification is
provided to each individual by means of a communication
medium that is associated with that individual and Stored in

Said Storage System.
71. A system for the sale of tickets for entertainment
events, comprising:
a patron interface via which patrons can purchase tickets
to entertainment events for both themselves and other

patrons as part of a group transaction;
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a storage System for Storing information regarding tickets
purchased by patrons, and
an entry System which is responsive to the presentation of
information pertaining to a patron to determine whether
that patron is an owner of an electronic ticket for a
given event, and to permit those patrons who are
Owners of electronic tickets to enter the venue at which

the event is being presented.
72. The system of claim 71 wherein said interface dis
plays a list of patrons who are affiliated with a given patron,
to permit Said given patron to Selectively purchase tickets for
any one or more of Said listed patrons at the time of
purchasing tickets to an event.
73. The system of claim 72 wherein said interface permits
individual patrons to Selectively add or delete their names on
lists created for other patrons.
74. A system for the sale of tickets for entertainment
events, comprising:
a patron interface via which patrons can Submit bids for
event tickets and purchase tickets for entertainment
events,

a market-making System which establishes a price for
entertainment event tickets based upon bids Submitted
by patrons, and
a notification mechanism which informs patrons who
Submit bids at or above the established price that their
bids were Successful and provides patrons who qualify
as Season ticket holders with a right of first refusal to
purchase tickets for a new season at the established
price if their bids were below said established price.
75. The system of claim 74 wherein said right is only
provided to season ticket holders whose bids are within a
predetermined range of Said established price.
76. The system of claim 74 wherein said market-making
System provides Season ticket holders with the right to
purchase playoff tickets at a fixed price value, without
bidding.
77. A System for controlling access to entertainment
events, comprising:
a patron interface via which patrons can enter information
which authorizes them for access to at least one enter

tainment event;

a Storage System for Storing information regarding the
patrons who are authorized for access to Said event; and
an entry System which is responsive to the presentation of
information pertaining to a patron to check the infor
mation Stored in Said Storage System and determine
whether that patron is authorized for access to Said
event, and to permit those patrons who are authorized
to enter a venue at which the event is being presented.
78. The system of claim 8, wherein the identification
device is Selected from the group comprising wireleSS
devices, PDAS, Smart cards and magnetic cards.
79. The system of claim 19, wherein the identification
device is Selected from the group comprising wireleSS
devices, PDAS, Smart cards and magnetic cards.
80. The system of claim 29, wherein the identification
device is Selected from the group comprising wireleSS
devices, PDAS, Smart cards and magnetic cards.
81. The system of claim 1 wherein said storage system
Stores a token that identifies an electronic ticket purchased
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by a patron, and Said entry System determines whether a
patron is an owner of an electronic ticket by detecting
whether Said Storage System has a token Stored in association
with the patron.
82. The system of claim 81 wherein said storage system
Stores information in connection with a first patron that
asSociates Said first patron with a given token, and Said
trading System transferS Said information from Said first
patron to a Second patron when said first patron trades the
electronic ticket to the Second patron.
83. The system of claim 81 wherein said token identifies
the patron who purchased the electronic ticket, and Said
trading System cancels Said token and creates a new token
that identifies a Second patron when the electronic ticket is
transferred to Said Second patron.
84. The system of claim 81 further including means for
enabling a purchasing patron to transfer ownership of a
purchased electronic ticket to a Second patron, and for
asSociating Said token with Said Second patron upon Such a
transfer.

85. The system of claim 8 wherein said identification
devices include a memory that Stores a token which identi
fies that a member has purchased an electronic ticket, and
Said entry System determines whether a patron is an owner
of an electronic ticket by detecting whether a token is Stored
in an identification device.

86. The system of claim 12 or 38, wherein said trading
System provides a respective market for each level of Seating
quality.
87. The system of claim 77 further including a portable
identification device that is carried by a patron and contains
data that identifies the patron, wherein the information
entered via the patron interface includes Said data.
88. The system of claim 87 wherein said data is stored in
Said identification device in an electronic form, and is

electronically transmitted to Said entry System to present
Said information thereto.

89. The system of claim 88 wherein said identification
device comprises one of a wireleSS device, a PDA, a Smart
card and a magnetic card.
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90. The system of claim 88, wherein said identification
device can be used by the patron to purchase items at Said
WCUC.

91. The system of claim 77 wherein said patron interface
comprises an Internet web site.
92. A System for controlling access to entertainment
events, comprising:
a plurality of portable identification devices each of which
contains data that identifies a respective patron as a
member of an organization affiliated with Said System;
a Storage System for Storing information regarding the
patrons who are members of the organization; and
an entry System which is responsive to the presentation of
one of Said identification devices to check the infor

mation Stored in Said Storage System and determine
whether that patron is authorized for access to an event,
and to permit those patrons who have authorized access
to enter a venue at which the event is being presented.
93. The system of claim 92, further including a payment
System which Stores information regarding payment
accounts of members of the organization, and automatically
debits an account for an event when a patron is authorized
to access the event.

94. The system of claim 92 wherein said data is stored in
Said identification device in an electronic form, and is

electronically transmitted to Said entry System to present
Said information thereto.

95. The system of claim 94 wherein said identification
device comprises one of a wireleSS device, a PDA, a Smart
card and a magnetic card.
96. The system of claim 92, wherein said identification
device can be used by the patron to purchase items at Said
WCUC.

